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Letters To The Editor
Stereotyping
It is entirely normal to harbor preconceived ideas and suppositions about various demographic groups.
Not fair and just, but normal. 

We cannot possibly know all the members of a demographic group, so we draw conclusions about the
entire group based on those members of the group we observe, and those members of the group with
whom we have personal dealings. We assume the actions and behaviors were derived from a common
cultural group ethos. 

Group social cohesion depends upon a common unwritten code of behavior (lex non scripta), and
politically incorrect upstream swimmers sooner or later wind up being social outcasts from the group.
So it should come as no surprise when we judge the many on the basis of only a few.

Lawrence K. Marsh
Gaithersburg, Maryland

They’re All Bad
I am sick and tired of hearing about protesters who are good and anarchists who are bad. They are one
and the same. The “protesters” give cover and protection to Black Lives Matter. The so-called good
people are marching with Antifa, which wants to destroy America as we know it and love it.

If the so-called protesters are so good, why don’t they stay home, milk their cows, plow their fields, slop
their hogs, plant their gardens, teach their children good manners, go to church, fly the American flag,
support law enforcement, vote for those that support traditional America, and wish four winds on these
vile revolutionists?

It would be a snowy day where the devil is going before I would march with a group of thugs who would
destroy the great life I have had in America. 

The fox is in the chicken house. We better get him out before he sucks the eggs, eats the young, and
drags off the old hen and rooster, or the house that great Americans have built for us will be desolate. 

Look what happened to Christians in 1949 when the communists took over in China. We never say,
“God bless Mao.”

James Brown
Morgantown, Indiana  

Plow Under USMCA
A headline in Western AG on Thursday July 9 said AG organizations applaud the implementation of the
USMCA (United States-Mexico-Canada trade deal). It is disheartening. Just like NAFTA, the USMCA
allows for the continued dumping of cheaper subsidized and inferior foreign imports of beef and other
commodities on our markets, labeled as products of the USA. 

It also undermines the sovereignty of the USA, setting up appointed international tribunals and
commissions and effectively gutting the Constitution. 
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Chapter 23 deals with gender-related issues promoted by the LGTBQ community and aimed at
destroying Christian morality. 

The USMCA was written by an Obama acolyte by the name of Robert Lighthizer; the agreement’s
purpose is to create what is called a North American Union similar to the European Union. 

There is a word for such dealing; it is called treason. The USMCA and the Constitution are diametrically
opposed to each other. You cannot support both. A recall would be in order for all of those who voted
for the USMCA. 

Robert Vickaryous, 
Bonners Ferry, Idaho
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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